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1. Introduction
Our object is to study limit theorems in relation to functionals built on
a dynamical system generated by the flow of Gaussian white noise or equivalently functionals subordinate to a real Gaussian stationary process
(1.1)

ξ(t)= Γ exp*λ*rf/3(λ),
J -00

with Eξ(t) = 0y complex spectral measure dβ, and spectral measure dσ(\) =
E I dβ(\) 12, which is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure,
Define J?k>p(l<k<°°, 0<C£<oo) to be the set of complex symmetric Borel
functions h on Rk satisfying (i) A(λ)=A(— λ) (ii) h<=Lp(dkσ), dkσ=dσ(\l)dσ(\2)
~dσ(\k), λ = (λι, •••, \k)^Rk. A real-valued second order strictly stationary
process X(i), subordinate to ?, with zero mean is represented by the Ito- Wiener
expansion

(1.2)
k

where ck e Xkt2j ek(\, t) = exp *'%£, X = \λ -\-----\-\k,d β = dβfa) - - - dβ(\k) the
jfe-fold multiple Ito Integral ([2], [3]) in (1.2) is understood in the usual way
([6]> [7], [8]). Throughout the paper the whole space as an integration domain
k
is suppressed in an integral sign. R is such an example for the integral in
(1.2).
Summarizing notational conventions: Constants will be denoted by c, cly c2,
••• which are not always the same for each appearance. Given non-negative
/(#), g(x), we use /(#)X£(#) to indicate that there exist constants cly c2>0 such
that c1f(x)<g(oc)<c2f(x)
on a specified region.
To formulate the main theorem introduce an integral transform which
maps u&L\dkσ) (k>l) to φ(u, \)^L\R), the space of Lebesgue integrable
functions on R:
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u\ λ) - k\ <λ-X', λx, •••, λ^OΛλ^(κ; λ) = «
Our main theorem is
Theorem 1. Suppose that the following conditions (i)-(iv) are satisfied.
( i ) /(X) ά bounded.

(ii) F(Γ)=F(Γ*(ί)ώ)X:Γ, a; Γ—oo,
Jo
where V denotes variance.

(iii) -limBrn— ΔK.(Γ)=0

R.(t) = X(t)-S.(t)t

v.(T) =
(iv)

Σ

For every £>0,
A O

and Φ(\ck\2\h) is the functional of \ ck \ 2 defined by

Then
(1.3)

distJ?(T)-*JV(0, 1)

(wβαfeίy),

αί Γ->oo ,

where dist denotes probability distribution, and N(Q, 1) ί/z£ normal law with zero
mean and variance 1 .
This theorem anounced in [8], [9] refines the central limit theorem in [6].
It will be easy to see that the conditions of Theorem 1 ensure the convergence of finite-dimensional distributions of the process Xτ(t\ 0<f<°o,
to the corresponding ones of standard Brownian motion, as T-^oo, where
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The functional central limit theorem, which will be studied in a forthcoming
paper, would require further regularity conditions imposed on £*,/(λ).

2. Preliminaries
Given real random variables ξ{ (l<i<ιri), each with the mtb moment,
the cumulant S(ξly ••-,£,„) as a multi-linear symmetric functional of them is
defined by

S( *ι, ••', £„) = i- f.

9

"

)logg{exp * [a&+

\O(X' ' ' OCίr

When ξly •••, ξm consist of m(V) η^s^ ••-, w(&) ηk's, with w(l)H-----\-m(K)=m, we
use ^(D.^oofo, •-, %) instead of S(ξ1, •••, £»).
Consider a family of functions 3 = {fh \<i<p}> /, e L2(J/('V)» with
p
Σ i=J(ϊ)=2m (m=l, 2, •••), and corresponding integrals with kernels /,-

The arguments involved in/ t , l<i<p, together form a set of 2m letters. Make
couples (aly ftj), (α2> &2), ••• of letters taken at once from the 2m letters, demanding that the letters in each couple are from different kernels e.g. aλ is from
fk but bλ from//, !<&Φ/<^>, we want to make as many couples as possible.
When we could get just m couples, T={(aly ^), (#2, b2), •••, (am, bm)} (a complete
set of couples) the coupling is complete. Whether there exists a complete
coupling depends on the composition of the numbers /(I), ••-, l(p). For example,
if /(I) is too large compared with the others, a complete coupling does not
exist. If /(I), •••,/(/>) are well balanced, there may be several complete couplings which yield different complete sets of couples.
Given a complete set of couples Γ, make substitutions a^—>\ly b^—*—X1?
am-*\m, bm-+—\m in the arguments of the product/ι/2 •••/#, to obtain a function
of λi, •••, λw, £F(Γ; λi, •••, λw). S"(Γ; λx, •••, λ«) is called a ^>-fold kernel composed of/!, ••-,/£ and will also be denoted by JC(T]fly ••-,//,);/,• (l<i<p) is
said to be concerned with JC(Γ\fly m ,fp),fk>// (&Φ/) are said to be connected
by Γ if there exists a couple (αf , i, ) with letters ah b{ from either/^ or//.
To proceed further, represent/y, l<j<p, by distinct/) points on the plane,
again denoted by/y. They are called vertices. If fk, // (k^ΐ) are connected,
draw a segment connecting them, which will be called an edge. To avoid
configurational complexity, the points representing vertices are so chosen that
on an edge there are no other vertices than its end vertices.
The figure composed of all the edges and vertices is called the graph corresponding to a complete coupling Γ, and is again denoted by Γ. A subset of
the edges and vertices form a subgraph of Γ. A figure composed of successively connected vertices and edges connecting them is called a polygonal line.
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In general, fk, // (&ΦZ) are said to be connected if there is a polygonal line
starting at fk and ending in //. If vertices in T are connected each other, Γ is
called a connected graph, and £F(Γ;λ!, •••, λw) a connected kernel. In general,
a disconnected graph Γ is a disjoint union of connected subgraphs Γ0, ~,TS,
and the corresponding kernel JCfΓΊ /i, ~,fp) is a product of connected kernels
corresponding to Γ0, " ,ΓS. If /^, // (Λφ/) are connected, the total number
of couples (ah bj) connecting fk, // is called the multiplicity of the edge connecting /*,/,.
Let us denote by ©(£?*) and (£(£F) respectively the set of graphs and connected ones based on 3 = {fa \<i<ρ}. Obviously <£(£?) c ®(£F). When
/(1)H-----\~l(p) is odd, ©(£?), (£(£F) are empty. We have the following formulas
([4], [8])
(2.1)
(2.2)

»f=(/(l)H-----\-l(p))β if /(1)H-----[-/(/>) M w«ι, and3(Γ\ λ) αr^ abbreviations of JC(Γ ,fu •••,//), ^A/'fe z/ ίί w orfrf ίA^ right-hand members stand for zero.
Proof. The product I(fι)
I(fp) can be represented as a sum of homegeneous polynomials (p. 388, [9]). E(I(f^~ I(fp}) is then given by the nonrandom term of the sum. This proves (2.1).
The formula (2.2) follows in turn from (2.1). We will prove it by induction. When p=l, the right-hand side of (2.2) is equal to zero since (^(ί?) is
empty, whereas by the equality S(I(f1))=E(I(f1))9
the left-hand side is also
equal to zero.
Let^>>2, assume (2.2) up to the (p— l)th step, and notice that there hold
the relations between moments and cumlants ([5]):

+ WO,
Suppose that /(1)H-----(-'(f) is odd, then on the right-hand side of this
equality every term vanishes by the induction hypothesis, while on the lefthand side the first term vanishes, so does the second one. This means that
(2.2) is true.
Suppose next that /(1)H— +'(/>) is even, and using the induction hypothesis rewrite every term on the right-hand member of (2, 3) in terms of integrals with connected kernels then they give rise to the sum
Σ (ff(Γ;λ>Γσ,
re® J

m=
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where S> is a set of disconnected graphs Γ. Here in view of the composition
of terms on the right-hand side of (2.3), one recognizes that S) must be the
totality of disconnected graphs formed by 3. Therefore by (2.1), (2.3) we
have

rpj)\\ — v*
si

Ii -Γ^i
CFΓΓ , ^Λfjawv<r— v
CFCΓ j Λtja
χ wm^x i II -Γ^i
or
reΦ
Γe® J

Γ&®(& J

=

Σ

which proves (2.2).
Taking into account of (1.2)
E{Xk(t+r)Xk(t)\

= k\ J I c^, -.., λ,) | 2 exp i[X,

So that the spectral densities of X(i) and Rn(t) are respectively
Σ/2*(λ) and Σ/2*(λ)
Define
(2.4)

^(λ)-^(λ)/k,(λ)|

if ^(λ)Φθ,

=1 if

and write
ck(\) =

where
Obviously
For later use we set up several fundamental propositions (I-V) mostly
pertaining to the expression (1.2).
I.

Suppose that
Φ(\ck\2;h) = 0(h),

(2.5)
2

as λ->+0,

then Φ( I ΔcΛ 1 ; h)=o(h) if and only if Φ(δ[ | ck \ 1 h)=o(h\ h= 1/Γ.
Proof.

Suppose

Since
(2.6)

the Schwartz inequality yields
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whence by (2.5)
Φ(δ[k*Π; /z)^2{Φ(k| 2 ; A)}</»{Φ(|Δί4|'; A)}1/2 = o(h)
Suppose
Since by (2.6)

one obtains

II. Let X(ί) be a real second order stationary process, with zero mean and
spectral density φ(λ). Put
v(T) = V(

JO

X(t)df) , Φ(h) =

Then
(2.7)

2( 2-Y Hm Φ(h)jh< lim
v(T)jT ,
\ π / AI°
ί7-^03
ΠE v(T)/T< 18 ΠEΦ(Λ)/A<3^2 BE *

(2.8)

Γ-^oa

Proof.

A|0

Γ-^w

Write

where

5

1/Γ

0

Λδ

jKίλyλ , /2 = I

J1/Γ

K(\ )d\ , 73 =

Γ«»

Jδ

ίΓ(λ)<ίλ , δ>0 ,

Then obviously
(2.9)

/, = 0(1/Γ)

and since
(2.10)

27^

one gets
(2.11)
On the other hand, since

sinλΓ/2
χ/2

<T

if 0<λ<l/Γ,
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by partial integration
1

2

Γ
Γ

10\

2

1

>(λ)/λ Jλ<4Φ(δ)/Γδ +8Γ- sup (Φ(A)/A)

Γ

9

<A^
°<A^δ

^

l/Γ

On making Γ->oo, and then δ J, 0
(2.13)

EΞ/ 2 £

2»^oβ

(2.11) implies (2.7) and the second inequality of (2.8), while (2.9), (2.11), (2.13)
do the first one of (2.8).
III.

Write
Xk(t) = Xl(t)+AXk(t) ,
Xl(t) = J rf(λ)*4(λ, ί)^/S ,

ίAe assumptions of the theorem

Proof.

The proof goes after that of the preceding proposition.

Write

where

, = JθΓ* ^(λ)tίλ, /2 = JrA
Γ
2

1 ; λ)/T, A

and r is a positive parameter.
Put

Then as in the proof of the preceding proposition
rh

9

9

a

s

On the other hand, since <p(\Δck\2; \)<φ(\ck\2\ λ) and Φ(|^| 2 ; x)<cx on
[0, oo).
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Γ 9>(k*|2; λ)λ-Vλ = 4hΦ(\ck\2; *X2]Γ*

Jrh

Sh Γ Φ(\ck\2; x)x~3dx<8ch Γ χ-2dx<8c/r .
Jrh

Jrh

On making Γ-^oo, and then y-»oo, we obtain the desired conclusion.
Let I I be the Enclidean norm on Rd and write xm for the multipower
x^ x^d of #— (xly •• ,xd)^Rd, with m = (mly '"9md) a multiindex of integer
entries mly ~,md>0.
In relation to the method of moments we mention without proof an elememtary proposition.
IV. Let{ξnyn>l} be a sequence of Rd -valued random variables whose
distributions £?= {Fny n>\} satisfy the conditions
p p
sup (\x\
\x\dF
dFn<oo

»2>ι J

for any p>0.
Then
( i ) £? is relatively compact.
(ii) For every q>0, { \ ξn \ 9, n> 1} w uniformly integrable.
(iii) Leί G be a limit point of the sequence £?, αwJ FΛ(/> δ^ α subsequence
of £? ίwcA ίAαί
^«α) -* G ,
0s n(Λ) -^ oo .
Then G has the moment of an arbitrary multi-power m and
lim ( xmdFM = ( xmdG .
REMARK. The reference topology in the above statement is the usual
weak one. By (i) £F certainly has at least a limit point.
DEFINITION.

Define 3)^ to be the set of sequences on [0, oo) tending to

oo.

V. Under the assumptions of the theorem there exists a natural number nly
such that
( i ) c1<Vn(T)/T<c2 for any n>nly T>\ with cl9 c2>0, independent of
n, T9 where Vn(T)= V( Γ SM(t)dt) ,
Jo
(ii) for any D'e^)0, there exists a subsequence D of D' with D^£D0 such
that there exist the limits
(a)

Px

= lim VU(T)IV(T)

(β^β,),
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lim^TW^T)

where
vk(T) = V( J o Xk(t)dt),
(c)

Vn(T) = V( )o Sn(t)dt),

limpn=l.

Proof. Vn(T), V(T) are continuous on [0, oo) and positive for Γ>0,
and ΔVn(T) I 0, locally uniformly on [0, oo), as w->°o. Therefore by the condition (iii) of Theorem 1, given G>0, there exists nQ—nQ(6) such that
sup

ΔVn(T)/T<6

whenever n>nQ.
Let

/=inf7(Γ)/Γ,

m=

then obviously 0</<w<oo, and
(2.14)

supVn(T)/T<m

for any n. On the other hand

for n^n^lβ)^^ and T> 1. (2.14), (2.15) imply (i). (a), (b) in (ii) follow
from (i) by applying diagonal procedures.
Observe that
ι

for all T > 1, n>n0(6).

This proves (c).

DEFINITION. Define 3)λ to be the set of sequences D^3)Q for which the
limits in (a), (b) exist.
3. Proof of Theorem 1
Take n>n! and using the notations in Section 2 write

Y\T) = (η\(T), -, ,:(Γ)) , ΔF(Γ) =
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Then
= yβ(Γ)+ΔF(Γ),

(3.2)
(3.3)
and by III, Section 2

lim

(3.4)

=0

for every

£>0 ,

where
Lemma 1.
(3.5)

lim^sup \Skω...M(ηl(T)9 •••,

if

(3.6)

sup I Sκϋ~*ωW(n -> ύ(T)) I <^3/2,

*/

• +%)=3,

is a positive constant independent of T, 6.
Proof. Step 1. Proof of (3.6).
to show that
(3.6)'

sup S(ηl(T),ηϊ(T),

For the proof of (3.6) we are sufficed

-ηl(T))<

<&,/, ™<n .

Denote by x=(xl9 ~,xk}<=R\ y=(ylt --^y^R1, z=(zly > ,zm)tΞRm respectively the arguments of cl, c], c*m. Then

J cKx&^'β, j c](y}3)τ(y}d'β, J cL
*

iTx _ 1

p

= Σ xj , etc., 3)τ(x) = --- .
By the formula (2.2), the right-hand member of the last equation is represented
as a sum of integrals involving connected kernels corresponding to connected
graphs. Those connected kernels are given birth through couplings among
the components of jc, y, z. To be precise, write k=b-\-c, l=c+a, m=a-{-b
and suppose that a components of y are connected with a ones of z, b components of z with b ones of x and similarly for c. Next make the substitutions
denoted by Q = £?(λ(fl), μ(b\ z>(c)), with λ(β) = (X1, •••, λ β )eΛ β etc.: substitute
μi, ••*> μb, vι> '">vc into the components of jc, — vl •••, — vcy λx, •••, λΛ into those
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of yy and — X1? •••, — λΛ, — μi, •••, — μt into those of z. Q are restricted to the
set E of those substitutions which give rise to connected kernels. Let N=N(Q)
be the number of edges of the connected graph corresponding to Q. Then
N is equal to the number of positive #, έ, c. The right-hand side of (3.7) is
rewritten as
S(T) =

(3.8)
v

'

*)} daσdbσdcσ ,
where daσ=dσ(\l)- dσ(\a) etc. Since | r f | <\/~£~T1/6 etc., the absolute value
of a typical term on the right-hand member of (3.8) is less than

X daσdbσdcσ ,

where integers a, b, c are so chosen that 0<#, b, c, b+c=k, c+a=l, a-\-b—m,
and the arising kernels \Dτ(J^+^)Dτ( ^e^ +\^^DT(— λ^— ^)| be connected. Writing

one obtains
/ = £3'2Γι/2(—L==)- \ |DΛ/OZM/2)Dχ/8^^

,

where
,
β

fa(u) = / *(w)

/2 = — W+U ,

/3 = —U — V

(the α-fold convolution of/) etc.

The linear functions Il9 12, 13 are linearly dependent, actually
/ 1+ / 2 +/ 8 =0.
However any two of them are linearly independent. This is a consequence
of the connectedness of the graph.
There arise two cases:
A. One of β, ό, c vanishes,
B. α, ό, £>0.
Case A (N=2). With no loss of generality, assume c=Q, α i>0. Then in
view of the obvious inequalities

G. MARUYAMA
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(3.9)

ιι/"*ιiι^ιι/ιιr,

one gets

, K, =
where || ||ι denotes L'-norm.
function

belongs to L\Rn)(n>\).

Here we made use of the fact ([!]) that the

Since Fn(T)XT, the last inequality implies

(3.10)

sup

Case B (N=3). Choose a linear function 73 of u, v, w such that lly 12, 73 are
linearly independent, and consider a transformation of variables u, vy w to xί9

We may assume that 1 3(^, ^2» ^3)/9(w, z;, w) | =1.
The inverse to this transformation takes the form
U = U*(X19

where w*, «;*, w*, are linear in xly x2.
zero. Let a3 φ 0. Then

At least one of aί9 a2y a3 is unequal to

X

with

So that
(3.11)
that is the same conclusion as (3.10),
(3.10), (3.11) together complete the proof of (3.6)
Step 2. Proof of (3.5). Let S(T)=S(τjl(1)9 •••,

.

Then
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)' S( J cl^(w)Dτ(w)d^β, ..-, J
(3<12)

where s=(k(\)-\-----\-k(p))!2, Q denotes a complete coupling of the arguments
°f £*(D> '~>ck(p)> say w^Rk(1\ - ,z^Rk(p\ and the summation means that £)
runs over (£, the set of connected couplings.
From now on, to avoid notational complexity we deal with the case p=4.
In this case a typical term on the right-hand side of (3.12) is of the form

z^
s = (j+k+l+m)/2 ,
(3.13)

w = (e,f,g),

1 < j, k, l,m<n,

x = (-e,h,i),

y

=

(-f,-h,j),

z = (—ff, —J, —ί) ,
I, = e+f+g, -, 74 = -g-j-ϊ,
where the six vectors e, •••, j are so chosen that their dimensionalities d(e),
.~9d(J) satisfy that 0<d(e), -,d(j), d(e)+d(f)+d(g)=j,
...yd(g)+d(j)+d(ί)=m
and moreover that the arising coupling be connected.
Since \Cj(w) \ <\/~8~Tl/* etc., the absolute value of (3.13) does not exceed

(3.14)

/ = (^TT^γ(-^=

JI

where
lι = e+f+g>

l2=-e+h+i,

l3=-f-h+j

/4 = —g-j-i , e = e, "J=j ,
d
- ,gs= fd(»*
(convolutions of/).
gl = f ^\
Depending on the composition of d(e)y •••, d(j), there arise several cases. However, there is no essential change of technicality for different cases. So that
we will restrict ourselves to the case that d(e), •• ,rf(,/)>0. lp(ί<p<4) are
linearly dependent functions of 6 variables e, /, •••,,/, actually

but any three of them are linearly independent. Choose three linear functions
7 4 > /s, /e sucrι trιat these together with 119 Z2, /3 form a linearly independent set.
To compute the integral in (3.14), make a linear transformation from
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e, — ,/tOΛ?!, ~ ' , X 6 :
(3.15)

*, = /, (l

The inverse transformation is
(3.16)

e

where eQ, m ,j0 are linear functions of xly x2, #3, whereas elt •••,/!, are those of
*4> χs> XG Write
K1 =IM Us

(3.17)

and with no loss of generality assume that the square matrix -4=||«ify+3||,
y<3 is non-singular. Using these transformations and (3.9)
\U\DT(lt)\gfdedf-dj
= I det D det A \ ~l ( Π | D^x^D
=

(3.18)

X liAll. HftlUll^βlU

where

}gι(eo+u)g2(f0+v)g3(g0+w)dudvdw

D = d(l» -, 76)/9(^, -,;').

Insert this into (3.14), then (3.12), (3.13) imply that
o

sup I S(T) I < const (T^γ(-j=J T = const T^3 .

In general, by the same device as above one gets
sup I S(T) I < const T1-*'3

o<ε^ι

(p>4) .

This completes Step 2.
Proof of Theorem 1. Since V(X(T))=1, {άistX(T)9 T> 1} is relatively
compact. Therefore if we denote by M the set of limit points of {dist^(Γ),
T>\} as jΓ-^oo, M is non-empty. Let L&M, then there is a Z)0e^0 such
that

By F, Section 2 we can find a subsequence Z^ of Z)0, Dl^3)l such that

WIENER FUNCTIONALS AND PROBABILITY LIMIT THEOREMS I
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lim dist X(T) = L.
Define N to be the set of limit points of {dist Y(T), ΓeZy , as Γ-»oo on Dλ.
Since by (3.3) {dist Y(T)y T^Dλ} is relatively compact, N is non-empty. Let
, then by F, Section 2 there exists a subsequence Z)2 of Dl such that
! and
(3.19)

lim dist Y(Γ) = P .
"-

(3.4) implies that
(3.20)

lim dist Y\T) == P

for every

0<£ < 1.

Suppose Y=(ηly ••-,?7») is a random variable with probability distribution P.
Taking into account of relations between moments and cumulants, (3.5), (3.6)
mean that each sequence {Y*(T), T^D2}> 0<£<1 satisfies the conditions of
IV, Section 2, while by (3.19), (3.20) its limit P is independent of £. Therefore combination of (3.5), (3.6) and IV gives us
•S*ω...»ωfoι, •",%) = 0
(

'

]

if
3/2

l Sκι)...H,oθ7ι, •••,%) I <c£

if

0<£<1 being arbitrary the last inequality means that
(3.22)

Skω...kM(ιl9 -, %) = 0

if A(l)+...+A(n) = 3 .

Moreover, if l<i^j<n, (3.4) implies that
= 0,

where

li

iy = lim^y(Γ)/FM(Γ), whose existence is assured in V, Section 2. So

that by the same reasoning as above
(3.23)

E(w,) = 0 (1 <ί φ; <;n) , £(,?) = 4} .

(3.21), (3.22), (3.23) imply that P = ./V(0,β), the normal law with zero mean
and covariance matrix jS=||δ, yiy||.
Write
= Sn(T)+ΔSn(T),
τ
o
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and we are going to derive the conclusion of the theorem.
Observe that
I E exp ίzX(T)- exp (-**/2) |
< I E exp f*S.(2V exP (~*2/2) I + 1 # exp ώSrt(Γ)[exp z#ΔSn(Γ)- 1] | ,
and the second term on the right does not exceed

Then
lim \E exp izX(T)- exp ((3.24)

< lim I E exp izSn(T) - exp (- a»/2) | + | * | lim

where we have used the fact that SM(Γ)-»\/p7 0?H-----h^») in distribution
by (3.19) as Γ->oo on D2, and \/p7 (^+

+^)eJV(0, pn) since Σ6y = l

The left-hand side of (3.24) is the discrepancy between the characteristic
tion of L and exp (— %2/2), while on making w-*oo, the right-hand side
to zero. So that L=N(Q, 1), or M consists of a single element JV(0, 1).
{dist^Γ(Γ), T>\} is compact, this means that the conclusion (1.3) is
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

functends
Since
true.

4. Random fields
We consider a direct extension of Theorem 1 to random fields. Let X(x\
x^Rd be a strictly stationary random field subordinate to a strictly stationary
real Gaussian random field
(4. 1)

ξ(x) = j exp ίλ xdβ , x,\(=Rd

with Eξ(x) = Q, complex spectral random measure dβ and spectral measure
dσ(\) = E\dβ(\)\29 which is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesque
measure on Rd> dσ(\)=f(\)d\.
Then similarly to (1.2), X(x) is represented by
the Ito-Wiener expansion

(4.2)

X(x) =
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, x)dkβ,
where λ = (λ1, , λ*), dkβ = dβfr1)
dβ(\k), \j GΞ Rd (1 <j < k)y ek(\9 x) =
expzλ jc, λ # is the inner product of λ=λ x H
hλ* with x, and each cA(λ)
I is symmetric in λ1, •••, λfe, subject to the conditions that ck(λ)=ck(—\),
2

= (k*(λ)| ^V<oo,

k

dσ =

Let #, b^Rdy a=(aly - ,ad) etc., and 0, 1 respectively be the zero d- vector
and the d-vector x=(xlJ •••, xd) with Λ?, =l (!</<ίί). Write α<ά, α-*oo,
α~>0 (+0) respectively to abbreviate the relations, tff <δf , aέ^>ooy Λf.-»θ(+0)
(1</<J). For δ>0, «e/2 r f we use the abbreviation |α| < δ ( | α | > δ) if
k, | < δ (k |>δ)(l</<<ί). For example 0< | A | ^δ (h = (hly h2)) means
As in Section 1 define

^(k*Γ; ^ = *! J k(x-X', x1, -., λ*-1)
xf(\l) f(\k~l)dλl d\k-1 ,
V - (λ1, ••-, Xs-1) , X7 = \l+-~+\k-1t=Rd .
As a direct extension of Theorem 1 we have
Theorem 2. Suppose that X(x) in (4.2) satisfies the following conditions
(i)-(iv).
( i ) /(λ) is bounded.
(ii)

F(Γ)=F( J X(X}dx)X\Q(T)\,

as T->oo,

, Γ>0, αwrf |g(T)| w the volume of

(iii) lim

Gm

Q(T)={x(=Rd:Q<x<T}.

—J—
oo \Q(T)\

where

Ra(x)dX),
(iv)

For

Ra(x) = X(x)-Sa(x),

S.(x) =
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where
!

), h = (hl,

,hd)>

hi=llT{

Then,
dist X(T) -* ΛΓ(0, 1)

(awβftίy),

as T -* oo ,

where
1

In the same spirit as in Section 3 we clarify first relations (propositions
VI-VIII) between the growth of V(T) and behavior of spectral density of X(x).
The proof of Theorem 2 is essentially similar to that of Theorem 1 . Stress
is made on the features specific to the dimensionality J>1, but to avoid notational complexity, we restrict ourselves to the case J— 2, and put E=R2.
So we are dealing with a random field X(x) defined by (4.2) with x^E, λ an
Ek -vector, i.e. a vector with k components from E.
VI. Let {X(x)y x€ΞE} be a square-ίntegrable strictly stationary real random field with mean zero and spectral density φ(λ>)=φ(λ>ι, λ2), X=(\!,
Then

<«>
with numerical constants clt c2>0, where
v(T) = F( J .£(*>£«) ,

Φ(A) =

°£,*<.Γ

Proof.

f

Since
ΐ

(\)φ(\)d\ , D2T(\) =

τ

by (2.10), we obtain

2V
which implies (4.3), (4.4).
VII.

h = (A,, A,)>0 .

φ(\)d\ ,

-h£.\<Jι

Lei {JSΓ(*), Jί Si1} fte αί m VI.

tfr^D^)

,

T = (7\, Γ2)
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if and only if
(4.6)
'

BΞ -^- < oo , ITS -Lψ(A)<
oo ,
**β \Q(h)\
' »*β A w

v

Ψ(A)=

In this case

(4.7)

E5 _•

^ '

/ίA <z numerical constant ^>0.
Proof.

Suppose that (4.5) is true.

Then there is a constant £2>0 such that

ί D2τ(\}φ(\}d\<c2TlT2

(Γ>1) .

Multiply ^"Γ2 and integrate over l<712<oo on the both sides of the last inequality and use the fact that

on 0<#< oo. Then with a constant £3>0

Γβ
J-oo

From this, appealing to (2.8), we obtain the second inequality in (4.6), whereas
the first one is obvious by the proof of VI.
Suppose that (4.6) holds true, and write
=
(
+
+
ίΓϊT^
ToίW
5+ iIλ^^δ
5
S|λ|>δ
''
\>έ\ )\ o^ixi^δ
Iλj^δ |λ|

Iλ 2 l>δ

Iλ 2 l<δ

Denote by 7^ /2, /3 and 74 respectively the first, second, third, and forth term of
the last expression, and we will show that 72, 73, 74 tend to zero, as T-»°o.
First,
(4.8)

j^iβfafλ-^O,
Second, if we write

as
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= -ί—

Jι
J

^

V

D2τv(\)φd\ ,

{

Q(T)
(T

J

L = --- [

^

Γ

J

2
D
v τMφd\ ,

' |λ2ι>δ

then

(4.9)

J,

and by partial integration with respect to
/2<^Λ

J

λΓ

(4.10)

whence by (4.6), (4.9), (4.10) and by symmetry
(4.11)
Third, turning to Ily write

I ι =

r( ί

+

ί

and denote by Kly K2, K39 and K4 respectively the first, second, third, and
forth term on the right-hand side. Obviously
(4.12)

τ+~

h++

By integration by parts with respect to X2

O^lλjl^Aj

|λ

ί

This implies
2

- δ

^^

(4.13)
;
v

+8 sup ^Lλ Γ ^<4f^

^ o<ι*fe»|ρ(A)| 2 2J * 2 / ~ V δ
(*»y))=

J
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whence by symmetry
sup

I Q(h) I

for every δ>0. This implies that
(4.14)
v
'
Finally

En EE Kj<2
Π5 -*ί*L
J
~ *-M-o|ρ(A)|
δ ;or->~

( / = 2, 3) .
' '

u

^4-7oτki 5 λrVλl ί
Apply integration by parts to the interior and exterior integral of the last expression and we have

(4.15)
Therefore
(4.16)

Kt

O~

whence
(4.17)

ίϊmi

Combination of (4.8), (4.11), (4.12), (4.14) and (4.17) proves that (4.6) implies
(4.5), (4.7). This completes the proof of VII.
Define θk(\) after the definition of 0*(λ), put

λ), ? = \/τιρ(Γ)r,
and define
(4.18)
2

Φ(£,Λ) = Φ(|ΔcJ ;(/ Z l Λ)),
Then, in the same way as in /
(4.19)

Φ(ε,h)=o(\Q(h)\) if and only if ΦίδΠ^H A^odρtλ)!), as h j 0,
2
*=(*!, h2)(=E, ht=llTt (\<,i<,2) provided that Φ(k*| ; K)=O(\Q(h)\),
as h-
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It is easy to see that
(4.20)

(i) Φ(0,/?) = Φ(k| 2 ;/0

(ii) Φ(|ΔeJ';A)<;Φ(0,A),

Write
Xk(x) =

Xl(x)+ΔXt(χ),

Xl(x) = j 4(λK(λ, x)dkβ ,
Then we have
VIII.

Under the assumptions of Theorem 2

Proof. The proof is a modification of that of III. Let us write in the
abbreviated vector notations introduced in the beginning of Section 4

(4.21)

' 'ί+S+S+!

lλ!>δ

and notice that φ(\Δck\2\ \)<φ(\ck\2\ λ), and by VII, (4.6) holds true with
?>(λ), Φ(h) respectively replaced by φ(\ck\2\ λ), Φ ( \ c k \ 2 \ K ) . Then, if we
denote by If, /f, /*, and If respectively the (first, second, third, and forth
term on the right-hand member of (4.21), the passage from (4.8) to (4.11)
implies that
(4.22)

lim (/2*+/3*+/4*) = 0 .

To show that
(4.23)

lim/f = 0

represent If as the sum of integrals Kf (l<j<4) which are of the same type
as Kj^'m (4.12)-(4.17) except that this time the integrand is Dτ(λ>)φ(\Δck\2\ λ)
instead of Dτ(\)φ(\).
First, by (4.12), (4.19)
(4.24)
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Second, consulting (4.13) one obtains

sup

δ
whence by (4.19)
(4.25)

lim Em K$ = lim Em K$ = 0 .

Estimate Kf after (4.15), (4.16) to have
where

(4.26)

L2 = - f t - f Λ ) sup

- 0,

5

as Γ->oo

and

= τ^ Γ (
\(J(1)\

8

J*] J*2

We are sufficed to show
(4.27)

limL 3 = 0.

r-><x>

For this purpose rewrite L3 in the form

(428)

L=

rA
/f r Λ ι Γ+
2

δ
Γ rA ι Γ+

Γδ +
Crh2

f δ Γδ \

° ϊβk (L L L L L L L U
1

with parameter r>l. Denote by Miy l<z^4, the ith term on the right-hand
member of (4.28). By the monotonicity of φ, φ(\ck\2; \)<,φ(\dk\2; λ) provided \ck\2<s\dk\z, and the equality |Δc t | = |c»| — \ck\\/~ε(\lhjι$ί6 we know
that for
= J <p(|Δc,| 2 ; \Xλ<Φ(£, A') ,
l*ili*

whence for
Φd^j' ^y))<f2Φ(£, h')
~ \Q(h'}\
Xy
This implies
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(4.29,
On the other hand, since the common integrand of M2, M3, Λf 4 satisfies, on
the working regions of the variables, the inequality

one gets

(4.30)
<— sur

lβ(A)l

and similarly

Keeping (4.19), (4.20) in mind, successively make T->°°, r-*°° in (4.29)(4.31). Then one concludes that
(4.32)
as was requested.

This completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 2.

(T) = V(

Vk

In the notations of Theorem 2 put

J Xk(x)dx) ,

Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, Vn(T), vk(T) behave similarly to
the corresponding quantities in Section 3. Thus, there exists an nλ such that
Vn(T)X I Q(T) I for T> 1, whenever n> nλ. Define
=

VW)
\ X*(x}dx>
»\ /o^*^r
v

(T)=

F

J

VF?T)
5 *!(*¥*,
*
v

ί

Then, in view of VIII, for the proof of the theorem, we are sufficed to show
that for all
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Km sup | SM...kM(y,l(T), -, ύ(T)) | = 0 ,
Γ^oo 0<8<O

if
(4.34)

k(l)+-+k(n)>4,

sup|5,ω...K)>)(^(Γ), -, ,
Γ^l

if

6(1)+ •••+%) = 3.

Before going to derive these observe that
ηl(T) =

^ψm \ <*
v V

-L

where

and (λ)t (i=l, 2) is the ith component
The same computation principles as before ((2.1), (2.2)) in terms of kernels apply as well to the moments and cumulants of multiple integrals with
respect to dβ. Consider, for example, Skω...k^(ηl(T)9 •••, ηl(T)) with k(l)+
—{-k(n)=4. In the same way as in (3.12), it is a sum of integrals with connected kernels of the form (c.f. (3.13))
( VF(f))4 1C](W}CI ί*^^*) E AW* ,

(4.35)

, /, m<n ,
α? - («?, f, fir), jc = (-e, Λ, i) , ^ = (—f, -Λ, j) , z = (-fir, — j, — i)
, /4 - -g-j-ϊ,

/i = e+f+g,

where w is an E'-vector consisting of an Ed(e) -vector ^, ^(/P) -vector /^, Ed(g)vector fir as components with respective dimensions d(e), d(f)y d(g), ~e etc. are
the sums of the component vectors of e etc., similarly for jc, •• ,z, so that
lp(l<p<4) are ^-vectors. As in (3.13), 0<d(e), -, d(j), d(e)+-+d(g)=
jι'"'>d(g)-\ ----- \-d(ί)=m> and moreover d(e), -,d(j) must be so chosen that
the arising kernel be connected.
Since \c](w)\ <V~£~\Q(T)\1/6 etc., the absolute value of (4.35) does not
exceed
(4.36)

7= (

N

/ T | ρ ( Γ ) n * _ | ] I Dτ(lp)\gl(e)...g6(j)de.

where
/i = e+f+g,

dj,
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e = *, -,/ = 7, ft =/'«*,-, & =/<«* ,
and ίfe etc. are Lebesgue measure on E. Similarly as in (3.14) we have thus
6 base E-vectors e, -' ,j9 ϋ7-vectors 119 ••-, /4 as their linear combinations which
satisfy /j-j-----|-/4 = 0, and bounded ^-functions on E, gp (\<p< 6). There
are several varieties of permissible compositions for d(e)9 " ,d(j). However,
by the same reason as in (3.13) we confine ourselves to the case d(e\ -'yd(j)>Q
and proceed along the same line as before. Choose linear transformations /4,
75, 76 of the base ^-vectors, in order that these together with Iί9 /2, /3 form a linearly independent set. By means of these 6 linear functions, make a linear
6
transformation from E onto itself, and consider its inverse, with the same
representation as in (3.15), (3.16). Obviously this transformation resolves
into a linear transformation D from R12 onto itself. With no loss of generality
we assume that el9 •••,/! satisfy the same relation as (3.17) with non-singular
Ay which determines a linear map from E3 onto itself, or equivalently a linear
map A from R6 onto itself. Then, corresponding to (3.18), this time we have

<ctfi \\gf\\, \
/=*

(4.37)

JE

U\DT(Xj)\
j =l

I A (*ι

X

$

3
^3 Π I £>r,(^ι) I I DTί(xn+x21+x31) I dxudx21dx31

J

3
Π I DT2(xj2) I I DTz(x12+x22+x32) I dx12dx22dx32
R j ~ι
3

where we have used the notational convention xί=(xjl, xj2)^E (l<y<3), and
O(l^;<3) depend only on det/5, det A, \\gt\\lt (l^pζl), \\gt\\, (4^?<6).
Collecting (4.35), (4.36) and (4.37) we conclude that if k(l)-\ ----- \-k(n)=4

In general, by the same device, we draw the conclusion that if &(1)H-----\-k(ri) =

where £4 is independent of 6 and T. This implies (4.33), (4.34). Therefore,
by the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1, immediately follows that
of Theorem 2.
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Asymptotic independence and supplementary remarks

In relation to the limit theorems in Section 3, 4 we draw our attention to
a structural interrelation between Xk(t), 1<&<°°, of (1.2) and (4.2). For
this purpose we make
DEFINITION 5.1.

Let X(t) = {x1(t), •••, xk(t)}9 *e[0, oo), be an ^-valued

stochastic process such that dist X(t), 0<st<o° form a relatively compact set
under the weak topology.
The components of X(t) are asymptotically independent as £->oo if and
only if
(5.1)

lim{£( Π/X*/ί))- Π Effam

=0

for any choice of fj^Cb(R), where Cb(R) is the set of real continuous bounded
functions on R.
Notice that the relative compactness of dist. X(t), 0<Z<oo, implies that
(5.1) is true if only it is so for an arbitrary choice of /; e<5(/2), the Schwartz
space of all real-valued rapidly decreasing infinitely diίϊerentiable functions
onΛ.
IX. Let X(f) = (ocl(t), ~>xk(t)), 0<*<oo, be an Rk -valued stochastic
process, and suppose that each X(t) has the moment of an arbitrary order and satisfies the conditions that there exists a non-negative sequence λ2n, l<n<°°, stick
that

(i)
(5.2)
lim
am
= 0
wι
->°° ml

for any a>0 ,

(ϋ)
(5.3)

lim {^(*i(ί)"»-*.(ί)" )-^(«ί(ίΓO- B(*/»W" )>= 0

for an arbitrary set of non-negative integers ml9 - ,mk.
Then the components of X(t) are asymptotically independent, as ί->oo.
Sketch of the proof. For notational simplicity we deal with the case k=3.
First notice that by (i), we can find a tQ>0 such that dist X(i), tQ<t<ooy is
relatively compact.
If/e<S(Λ), then for
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where
/(«) = l/We^dx , :fA =
with the Dirichlet kernel DA in Section 3.
Define

Δ,(ί, ») = exp {iAtfft-Sfa

n) .

Then, for »=1, 2, -, \u,\£A (l</^3), by (5.2)

where

By (5.2), after elementary computations, μ^ (w, /z)->0, as #->oo, for any
By elementary estimations we obtain for any n
firn sup I #{exp ifax^t)^ ----- \-u3x3(t)]}
t+«> \uj\<.A

-£{exp ίulXl(t)} .
where c is a constant depending on ^4, but independent of n.
the obvious inequality

Insert this into

< Π||,I
—E exp ZM1»1(i) •£ exp
,^=(/y)x, 1<;<3, to have

Since gj-^fj locally uniformly, as A-*ooy and {dist X(t), t>t0} is weakly relatively compact, (5.1) holds true for any fj^<S(R).
This completes the proof
of Proposition IX.
Let Ft be a limit point of dist #/(£), as Z->oo (!</<&), and a sequence
tn f oo, n->oo, be such that
dist xt(tn} -» Ft
Then there exists

(weakly) ,

n -> oo .
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m> 1 .

By (5.2), we can find a constant ^>0 such that a — <cly n>l, for any
n\
This means that v^n^^cjn with some £2>0, independent of n. Since

the Hamburger moment problem

*,. = J ΛffX*) ,
is determined.
Theorem 3.

Take an arbitrary k>2 and define JC(Γ)=(JΪ:l(7t), — ,

ίw ίA^ notations of Theorem 1, or

(b)

m ίAβ notations of Theorem 2, l<j<k.
Then, under the conditions of Theorem 1, Theorem 2, ίfe components of
are asymptotically independent as T—>oo.
Proof. Assume the conditions of Theorem 1 and deal with the case (a),
the other being done in a similar fashion.
Define

and write
X(T) =

8

For Γ->oo, JΓ(Γ), JΪ8(Γ), ΔJ^(Γ) behave in the same manner as Y(T), Y*(T),
ΔY(T) in Section 3. Thus, {dist X(Γ), T>\} is relatively compact; for \<j<k
(5.4)

\Sm(X](T}}\<c(^)mT^<*

if

where Sm( ) is the mth cumulant (c.f. Section 2); dist^Γ) is equi-convergent
with Xε(Γ), as Γ->c>o, for any £>0. (5.4) implies that
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supE\X*(T)\m<ooy

(5.5)

for any m>\

We will show that
(5.6)

im S({%Γ)Γι, -.., {%Γ)Γ/) = 0 ,

For this purpose, to obtain an expansion of {X\(T)}m, l<q<k, into Ito's multiple integrals, introduce .P=|| />,•/!!> an mxm symmetric matrix with integer
m

entries pij>Q such that pa=Q, o<pi<q (l<i<m), where pi—Σpij<q,

an(

^

p

take m(m—l)l2 independent variables xij^R ay
l<ί<j<m,pij=d(xij).
Let tfι(λ), •• ,αw(λ), λ^jR 9 be such that al(\)=~' = am(\)=γq(\)y 7β(λ)=
£0(λ).2)Γ(X)/\/ F(Γ)> λe/2?. Choose ^j arguments of ^i and replace them by
jc1=(Λ?12, ^13, •••, KIM) G JB^i, choose ^>2 on^s of a2 and replace them by x2=
(x21y %23> '"y X2m)^Rp2> and so on> where Xμ is defined to be —#,-,- if ί<y, to get
successively 7βfo, λx), •• ,7?(^w, λw), λ^Λ"!, •••, λ^eΛ"*, with u^q—pi
(l<i<m). By the multiplication rule for Ito's multiple integrals (p. 53, [8], p.
388 [9])

(5.7.1)

{Xl(T)}m = /^o+ Σ <

(5.7.2)

^P - J 7q(x» \)-Ύq(x

where KO is non-random and the summation in (5.7.1) is taken over all the matrices P satisfying s = u1-{
\-um > 1 in addition to the above-mentioned restrictions, while the integration in (5.7.2) is over Rr with respect to drσ =
ΐli£i<j£mdpij'c'(xij)
Those x^ for which pij=Q are to be dropped out of the
above descriptions. Similarly only those λ f (l<i<m) for which w,->0 actually
appear on the right-hand sides of (5.7.1), (5.7.2), the others being fictitious.
The concrete expression of #(P), which is immaterial for the present use, can
be shown to be given by (p. 53, [8])

Generally speaking, the graph corresponding to P contains several connected
subgraphs each of which gives rise to a connected-kernel integral, thus
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If

we

denote by K(7q, P) the product of these integrals and take it outside the integral
sign, we have the representation
m

(5.7.1)'

iXl(T}}

= *0+ Σ3 *(P)K(Ύ,, P) J Vqfd'β ,

where cqP is obtained by dropping those 7q which have gone with K(γq, P) outside the integral sign.
For the aid of understanding here is exhibited a simple example. Let
q=2, m=6, and

P=

PI

0

p

0 P2

0 11
1 01
1 10

p

0 10
1 01
0 10

then

, P) =

X, y)Ύ2(-y, -z)

A cumulant S(ξl9 ••*,?/) is multi-linear and identically zero if at least one
of £?!, •••,?/ is non-random. Therefore, in view of (5.7.1)', the cumulant in
(5.6) is expanded into a sum of constant multiples of expressions of the form
(5.8)

K^jJ-Kfrj,)

j tffc, -.., ?,; v)d'σ(V) ,

where JP(2i, •••, £/; v) is a connected kernel composed of functions of the types
(5.9)

ίi(λ) - J Ύfifa,
=

Kityfl)

X,)-7yi(JC.,

Ύy2(^ι, μι)~'ΎJ2(i/m>

λ«Xrkr, λ = (λx, -, λ.) ,
μm)dr2σ9 μ = (μl9 —, μm),

a product of integrals with connected kernels composed of 7yι, and

similarly for the other K's. Then I Fd*σ in (5.8) results in an integral with
a kernel G composed of 7^, •••, Ύjh through a complete coupling of arguments
involved in γ's. Resolve G into a product of connected kernels Gly '"yGg
composed of 0% •••, jjΊ:
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G=G, ••• Gg.

Let d(Gp), l<p<g, be the degree of Gp, i.e. the number of 7's concerned
with Gp (c.f. 2). On the right-hand sides of (5.9) one can find a 7; * (1 < k < ΐ)
which is concerned with Gp and in its arguments contains a non-fictitious component of some of λ, μ, - - , otherwise Gp would be absorbed in the kernel of
Kι(eYji)'" Kι(tYjΐ)
With no loss of generality, assume that λ: is such a nonfictitious component; 7ji(x, λi) is concerned with Gp. Think of a coupling
procedure making a connected kernel Gpί then one knows that there is a 7;-f,
!<£</, such that ίΦl and 7yί is concerned with Gp. Then, in order that Gp
be connected, Gp must be concerned with the other 7. This means that
By (5.8), (5.9), the cumulant in (5.6) is expanded into a sum of constant
multiples of expressions of the form

^vj-ί J cχ<σ) .
ji) *s represented as a product of integrals I G'duσ

with con-

nected kernels G' each of which is composed of a single one of 7^, ••-, γjΊ.
may happen that d(G')=2, and G' is concerned with Jjk. Then

It

If d0 = d(Gp) (l<p<g), then since dQ>3, I GpdsPσ is of the same type as a
connected-kernel summand of Sk($...kM(ijl(T), •••, ί7«(Γ)), with
rf0, in Lemma 1. So that by Lemma 1 one obtains

where £>0 is a constant independent of 8.

u

The same is true with 1 G'd σ

if rf(G')>3. By the relative compactness of {distX(T)9 T>1}> equi-convergence of X and X*(T), (5.5), and IV, one can find a sequence {ΓM}e.2)0, such
that there exist
F = lim dist X(T9) = lim Jίε(ΓM) ,

and

where (^, •••,?/) is distributed according to F. Therefore L is independent
of 6. Since £, 0<£ <Cl, is arbitrary, this implies that L = 0. This completes
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the proof of (5.6).
By the known functional relations between cumulants and moments (c.f.
[5]) (5.6) implies that
(5.12) lim {E({Xl(T)lmι

{Xl(T)}m^-E{Xl(T)}m^'-E{Xl(T)}^}

Γ ^ oo

= 0.

As we have seen in the proof of Theorem 1
0,

for

Then again by the relations between cumulants and moments

HE {X*(T)}2»< |^ IS {xχτ)}*ίί&£ .
r >~

2 n\ v-»™

2 ft!

Appealing to IX, the components of X*(T) are asymptotically independent,
so are those of X(T), as T->oo. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
At the final stage of this section, we will describe sufficient conditions
of practical use which guarantee the realization of some of assumptions in Theorem 1, Theorem 2. Although those conditions are confined to the frame work
of Theorem 1, it is an easy task to modify them to be adapted to Theorem 2.
In the notations of 1 define
Ψk(h)

= k\

X sup
*

\ck(\, \19 -, λ^lYMrfλ ,

Jx

h>0 , k>2 .

Then obviously
Φ(\ck\2;h)<Ψk(h).
Applying the first inequality in (2.8) with X(i) replaced by Rn(t) one obtains:
In order that the assumption (iii), Theorem 1 be true it is sufficient that
(A)
V

lim Π5 -! Σ Φ( k*| 2 ; h) = 0

»-><*»

ΛJO

fi

k^>n

or more strongly
(B)

lim ίϊm — Σ Ψ*(A) -0 .

n+o*

A

;o h

*^Λ

Let a, i>0, and suppose x satisfies — (a^-b)<x<ia-\-b. Then one can find
a y such that —b<y<b, —a<x—y<a.
Define Ceb(R) to be the set of real even bounded continuous functions on
R, and for non-negative g^Ceb(R) define z(g) = inf (x: x> 0, g(x) — 0). If
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gy h^Ceb(R)ΓiL\R), are non-negative, z(g*h)>z(g)+z(h).
This is a consequence of addition of independent random variables with constant multiples
of g, h as their density functions, or the above algebraic fact combined with
the convolution g*h.
Put
2

lk(a) = k\ ess inf | ck(\) \ ,

a>0 , k> 1 .

Then
(5.13)

9>(k*|2;λ)>4(*)/t(λ),

|λ|^α,

/»=/**

ck (k>V) is said to satisfy (L) if there exists ah>0 such that /Λ(^)>0. Since
fk^Ceb(R) for £>2, and Λ(0)=||/||l>0, 81=«(/2)>0, 8* =«(/») ^*δlβ Suppose that ^ ΐ O and it satisfies (L), then by (5.13)

for
where

α

=.,.¥./2*(λ)/24(«2*)>o, β =

Then, since
limΦ(\ck2\ h)lh>a
by (2.7)

whence
lim V(T)/T>0 .
There exists a X0>0 such that /3(λ0)>0. Suppose that £ 2jfe+3 ΐO
(L) is satisfied for c2k+3 and Λ is so large that k81— λ0>0. Then arguing as
above /2*+3(tf) is positive on I=(—kδ1—\Q, &δ:— λ0) and, since one can find
out β >0 such that / z> [— 6, 6],
a = mf f2k+3(\)l2k+3(a2k+3)>0
|λ|<^8

.

Therefore having
2

<p(\C2k+*\ \ λ,)>α

for

|λ| <a2k+3/\8

one obtains as above
ljmV2k+3(T)IT>0,

2»-> <χ>

whence also
lim V(T)/T>0 .
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ck (k>\) is said to satisfy (U) if there exists a bk>0 such that
uk = k\ ess sup k*(λ)|2<°o .
Iλi+

If this is the case

A O
whence by (2.8)

and moreover ΦίδfkJ2]; A)=0 for all sufficiently small hy because S[k* |2](λ)=0
for |λ y H-----f-λ*l <b and sufficiently small h=l/T. If all ck, ί<k<ooy satisfy
(U) in such a way that there exists a £0>0 such that bk>bQ for all k>l, then

y
Summarizing these we are led to the conclusions :
(C) If the expansion of X(ί) contains a summand of even degree whose kernel
satisfies (L), or it does infinitely many summands of odd degrees whose kernels
satisfy (L), then

Um

T+o*

(D)

If every ck, 1 <k<>n, satisfies (U)

(E) If all ck, I<k<oo9 satisfy (U) in such a way that there exists a bQ>0 such
that bk>bQ for k> 1 and moreover

then the both conditions
(A) and ΠEΓ(Γ)/Γ<oo
r->«»
are satisfied.
(F) If (C), (E) in the above are satisfied, the conditions (ii), (iii), and (iv) of
Theorem 1 are satisfied.
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